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Background
Successful revegetation within our southwest dune systems can be difficult due to the harsh coastal conditions
of long, hot, dry summers, stormy winters, salt and sand laden winds. Damage also occurs by informal
pedestrian or vehicle access. During CoastSWaP forums, coastal managers and community groups identified
low (generally below 40%, however this can depend on expectations and scale) plant survival rates as a key
issue. Combined with a drying climate and rising sea levels this only makes it harder to get a good coverage of
native coastal plants to grow on the dunes.
However, a few methods seem to be proving more successful than others, such as translocation and direct
seeding of spinifex species, using a small number of hardy primary coloniser species, deep dune planting, and
getting plants in the ground early in the wet season while it is still warm. Follow up watering is also being
carried out where possible and is often the key component of success during an extended dry period.
Stabilisation methods such as brushing go hand in hand with coastal revegetation, however this requires a
case study of its own, so please also refer to the CoastSWaP article on Brushing in this series,
http://coastswap.org.au/case-studies/

Revegetation with spinifex
Spinifex Species
Spinifex longifolius and Spinifex hirsutus are two species that are often the first (native) plant you will see up
from the beach on the berm and seaward side of the primary dune. They have adapted to thrive in exposed
sandy coastal areas (not suitable in rocky coastal sites as they grow in mobile sands) and are excellent primary
colonisers and dune stabilisers. While the methods of direct seeding and transplanting spinifex have existed
for quite some time, they have not been widely used within the South West coastcare community. Recent
successful results would suggest that it be at least trialled and practiced more regularly.

Shire of Harvey Spinifex revegetation
Samantha Pickering, Environmental Officer with the Shire of Harvey, successfully applied for a Coastwest grant
in 2012 to trial the direct seeding of Spinifex longifolius and the translocation of Spinifex hirsutus, as part of
the Myalup Dune Restoration Project. Sam heard about the benefits of planting with Spinifex after a coastal
revegetation site visit and workshop in 2011 by Dave Bright from Regen4 Environmental Services, who
stressed that at least 1/3 of plant species on blowouts should be Spinifex.

Myalup resident and CoastSWaP committee member, Mark Kennedy is also a firm believer and first began
working with Spinifex in the mid-nineties. Back then the introduced species marram grass was still being used
to vegetate and stabilise coastal dunes (since Cyclone Alby in 1978) and a native alternative was sought. From
Mark’s trials over the years he found that S. hirsutus or Hairy Spinifex was best translocated from local cuttings
as very little seed was produced from local plants. S. longifolius on the other hand did not establish so well as
cuttings, and the seed in warmer climates north of Perth was more viable than the local species. This is
assumed to be due to the warmer climate producing more viable seed, however it may also be due to the
prevalence and proximity of male and female species.
Mark collected a large quantity of S.
longifolius seed heads from Dongara
and with Brook Devine from Cape Life
Environmental Services, broadcast the
seed within the Myalup Dune. The
collection and seeding from a nonprovenance area (ie within 10km for
some methodologies) was not seen as
an issue as Spinifex has a long range of
distribution, being washed along the
coast after storms and with wind
dispersed seed. With a warming and
drying climate this project was also
used as a trial to determine the success
of using a ‘climate ready’ species. Hairy
spinifex was also locally cut and deep
planted (see below for method).
The results from this first stage have
been very pleasing with Sam and Mark
estimating up to 80- 90% survival rates,
even after one or two low rainfall
winters. This has resulted in a
continuation of this method for
subsequent stages and in different
locations. The S. hirsutus cuttings have
Figure 1: Spinifex hirsutus cuttings, Binningup.
also shown to be very beneficial for
(Photo: Brook Devine)
revegetating steep slopes on blowouts
where brush cannot be laid or other species cannot take hold. A trial of S. hirsutus planting from cuttings has
been carried out in the City of Stirling beaches and is also showing initial signs of survival rates of 80%. They
have also been shown to recover from extreme storm events.

Spinifex translocation method*:







Find a good patch of Spinifex hirsutus with rhizomes or runners at least 50 cm long or with 6 nodes.
Select planting sites that face seaward and are sloping as plants will grow downward.
Carefully dig away the sand from at least six ‘nodes’ or partitions of the runner, leaving some of the
roots and leaves attached if possible. Cut the runner approx. 50cm.
With a small auger (Stihl BT 45) or wrecking bar (long heavy rod with pointed end), dig a narrow hole
approx. 40cm deep. If the slope is steep or vertical, dig the hole horizontally.
Insert the runner into the hole, leaving only the end 5-10cm of foliage and runner exposed.
Fill or collapse the hole ensuring no air is trapped within. Plant after late Autumn/ early Winter rainfall.

Figure 2: Established and seeded Sp. longifolius two years after direct seeding,
Binningup. (Photo: Samantha Pickering)

While the Harvey Shire project was mainly carried out by contractors and it is recommended that the cutting
and digging be carried out by suitably trained and experienced adults, planting using spinifex cuttings can be
carried out by community volunteers and school children.
*Please note a license is generally required to collect seed or take cuttings of native flora, contact your local
land manager for more information.

Coastal Revegetation Methodology
Plant hardy species
Other coastal plants that are
seen to have excellent
success
rates
include
Scaevola crassifolia, Olearia
axillaris and Carporbrotus
virescens (or Pigface). The
range of both species
extends to the north of
Kalbarri and therefore they
are also ‘climate ready’, or
able to tolerate hotter, drier
climates.
Figure 3: A sea of Scaevola crassifolia at Surfers Point, Prevelly which naturally
regenerated after the 2011 Margaret River fires. (Photo: Blair Darvill)

The natural regeneration of Scaevola crassifolia after fire and in degraded coastal sites proves its success as a
primary coloniser. Sc. crassifolia grows long stems that are suitable for deep dune planting (see below).
Pigface is perhaps the hardiest and the plant that can be used most successfully for revegetation in the SW
coastal dunes. It can also be easily translocated from late autumn by cutting runners approx. 40cm in length
and planting in a horizontal trench so that only the tip of the runner is exposed.

Other colonising species to consider especially in secondary dunes and less exposed areas such as swales
include local Acacias; A. saligna, A. cochlearis, A. rostellifera and A. cyclops. Be aware though that in some
areas they can become quite invasive and outcompete other natives.
Plant early and deep
While it’s not always possible due to time/ funding constraints and lack of rainfall, South West Catchment
Council (SWCC) Coastal Facilitator, Jen Mitchell stresses the need to plant as early as possible once early rains
have begun moistening the soil. She has seen sites adjoining each other where the only different factor has
been late and early plantings, with the latter showing a 50% higher survival rate.
Dave Bright from Regen4 environmental services has been researching coastal seedling growth/ survival rates
for over ten years, and believes the warm soils (10 -15 degrees) of late Autumn/ early Winter are critical to
enable seedlings to establish before cooler temperatures (less than 14 degrees) slow down or even stop root
growth and development altogether. This means that if planted later, the seedling only gets one small window
of warm moist soil to develop during Spring before harsh summer conditions once again slows growth.

Figure 4: Chart showing soil temperatures related to root growth. (Image: Dave Bright)

The combination of warm, damp soils, adequate sunlight and warm temperatures allow for maximum plant
growth. Seedlings that are planted later in the season are not only exposed to less rainfall, but the cooler soils
and less sunlight hours do not allow for optimum root growth and development through photosynthesis and
nutrient uptake. Basically, cooler temperatures slow down biological processes and if a seedling hasn’t
established its root system by the time summer comes around it is unlikely it will survive.

Deep Dune Planting
The benefits of deep dune planting are well known within the
southwest coastcare community. By planting the seedling
deep into sandy soils (up to two thirds of the stem length
above the root ball) you allow for the root ball to be located in
soils where it is cooler and moist during the summer months
and there is less chance of weed competition. However, it can
be difficult for coastal managers to ensure this is carried out as
effectively as it should be as it is difficult to supervise plantings,
especially when school children or volunteers are involved in
community planting days.

Figure 5: Deep dune planting with auger at
Maidens Reserve, Bunbury. (Photo: Rachel Slade)

Augers and Drills
One method that is showing good success rates and also
improves efficiency and quality is by using an earth auger or
petrol drill to dig the holes. The Stihl BT45 hand held petrol drill
combined with a small planting auger can be used to dig up to
one thousand deep holes in a day by an experienced operator.
With community or school planting days’ holes can be pre-dug
to ensure an adequate depth is obtained.

Plant Preparation
It also helps if seedlings are grown especially for deep dune planting. Plants are potted for longer periods (1018 months) to allow for a longer stem to grow, roots do not become bound in the pot due to slow release
fertiliser being added into the soil mix, therefore roots do not need to grow deeper in search of more nutrients.

Conclusion
From discussions with coastal stakeholders at CoastSWaP Forums the following list of ‘common sense,
traditional’ practices stood out as key aspects of ensuring good rates of survival;
Workplans, budgets and timeframes need to complement ecological systems. Seriously consider the viabilty
of a revegetation project if planting will occur late, or follow up maintenance cannot be carried out. Allow at
least three years for adequate planning, implementation and follow up of a coastal revegetation project.
The following information is a guide to good practice in revegetation:
 Brushing (see CoastSWaP brushing case study here http://coastswap.org.au/case-studies/ ).
 Exclusion fencing and access formalisation – this should be done before any revegetation takes place,
with careful consideration as to pedestrian movements. Sometimes it is all that is required if adequate
surrounding vegetation can allow for natural regeneration. Signage may be required to inform, educate
and raise awareness. If budget is small stabilisation and exclusion should be the priority.
 Invasive weeds such as Pyp Grass can easily outcompete native revegetation and initial weed control may
be required. Some weeds such as Marram Grass, assist with stabilisation and can provide shelter for
native seedlings, as the seedlings become established they eventually outcompete the Marram.
 Maintenance and followup – Weed control and infill planting may be required as sand dune stabilises.
Includethe watering and maintenance in the budget and workplan if seasonal forecasts are low, or
planting is carried out late. Some groups have the support of their local volunteer fire brigade who carry
out watering as part of their training sessions.

 Consider landscape style plantings in areas where coastal views are required to be maintained, making
vandalism/ illegal clearing less likely. This may include using ground covers, small shrubs and native
grasses, sedges and reeds.
 When using tree guards ensure they are suitably located, installed correctly and well maintained on a
regular basis. Due to loose sandy soils and extreme conditions, guards located in exposed coastal areas
often collapse over the plant effectively killing it, or blow away and become marine debris. Corflute
guards are being used more widely as they do not collapse, however they can blow around in the wind
and become brittle and start breaking up after longer periods (1 year or more).

Figure 6: Collapsed tree guards on dunes (Photo: Blair Darvill)
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http://www.planning.wa.gov.au/dop_pub_pdf/9_revegetation.pdf
Spinifex NZ and Aus links
http://www.dunestrust.org.nz/uploads/7.1%20Spinifex%20Ecology%202011.pdf
http://barwonbluff.com.au/bluff-life/dune-plants/hairy-spinifex/
Deep dune planting
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/grants/Longstemguide.pdf
SWCC/ CoastSWaP Video Deep Dune Planting
Coastal Plants, Kingsley Dixon (2011)
Hairy Spinifex
http://cambridgecoastcare.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/P114_Spinifex-hirsutus-HAIRYSPINIFEX.pdf
Pigface
http://cambridgecoastcare.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/P55_Carpobrotus-virescensCOASTAL-PIGFACE.pdf

Scaevola
http://cambridgecoastcare.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/P109_Scaevola-crassifolia-THICKLEAVED-SCAEVOLA.pdf
Please also see our other coastal management case studies in this series http://coastswap.org.au/casestudies/
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